A goal of high-throughput gene-expression studies in higher eukaryotes is the identification of biological pathways and complex genetic regulatory networks (Iyer et al., 1999; Bassett et al., 1999) . These high-throughput approaches include cDNA microarrays, oligonucleotidebased chips, SAGE, EST sequencing, and proteomic methods.
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In large-scale approaches, the ability to generate data outstrips the ability to establish biological significance. A number of approaches are proposed for high-throughput management and analysis of gene-expression data. One aspect of analysis includes identifying or predicting genetic networks. Some approaches are algorithm and/or statistically based. These include, ArrayDB (Ermolaeva et al., 1998) , SOMs (Tamayo et al., 1999) , cluster analysis (Eisen et al., 1998) and Boolean networks (Wen et al., 1998; Akutsu et al., 1999) , among others. These approaches are computationally intensive and hold promise in large-scale gene-expression analysis. However, in identifying genetic relationships these approaches are non-intuitive and are designed with little annotation having less regard for biological function. These approaches generally do not take advantage of the scientific literature regarding empirically derived biological pathways.
Other genomic-scale approaches in predicting genetic networks use automatic extraction of public molecular databases, such as GenBank, dBest, SwissProt, or other public datasets, assigning functional relationships based on keywords or other annotation. Examples of this approach include, KEGG (http://www.genome.ad.jp/kegg/kegg.html), GeNet (http: //www.csa.ru/Inst/gorb dep/inbios/genet/genet.htm), and BRITE (http://www.genome.ad.jp/brite/CellCycleMaps. html). Although interesting, a significant problem with this approach is that data in public databases is poorly annotated, and may be incomplete or incorrect (Wheelan and Boguski, 1998) . This approach quite often results in the drawing of averaged or idealized pathways, discounting subtle differences in gene-expression patterns between different tissues and disease states. This may work efficiently with mature pathways with high-information content, such as basic metabolism in Escherichia coli (http://www.expasy.ch/cgi-bin/search-biochem-index), but works poorly with speculative pathways in higher eukaryotes.
The Biological Biochemical Image Database (BBID) is an archive of images of known or speculative biochemical pathways taken from peer-reviewed research articles that describe regulatory pathways of higher eukaryotes and other complex biological phenomena at the molecular level, such as structural relationships and macromolecular complexes. These images are not redrawn, are obtained with permission, are fully referenced, and are attributable back to the original journal and authors. Multiple versions of images of related pathways from different cell types or tissues are archived over time for comparative purposes. The individual elements of each image are loaded in the relational database with associated keywords and related annotation. Thus, the elements of the images become searchable. This annotation can be attached to datasets underlying cDNA array analysis, or other complex analysis systems, and can be used for local extraction purposes in large-scale gene-expression or biological analysis. Figure 1 shows the three main pages of the BBID search site: the main page (A); a search results page (B); a representative pathway (C).
The image database application consists of dynamic html ( Windows NT. The IIS uses Active Server Page (ASP) scripting, Visual Basic Scripting Language (VBScript) and Structured Query Language (SQL) to query a Microsoft SQL Server V6.5 database via an Object DataBase Connectivity (ODBC) connection. The SQL Server returns query results which the ASP pages format as tables with imbedded hypertext links to the images stored on the server, in a share accessible to the IIS.
The BBID acts as a comparative tool in the study of complex biological pathways in an analogous way that computationally and algorithm-derived protein structures (Rost and O'Donoghue, 1997 ) are compared to empirically derived three-dimensional protein structures to compare accuracy of structural predictions from a primary amino-acid sequence. The value of this database should increase with added submissions. We encourage researchers to submit new pathway images through the BBID web page.
